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Abstract  

Financial statements, which, actually are a core of the accounting information synthesis, represent the most 
spread and the least expensive method in terms of the managerial communication, provided that the economic 
professionals not to introduce, in convenience, tax accounting rules. If by drawing them the accounting records do not 
succeed in reflecting the reality of an entity patrimony, then the information issued by the financial statements have just the 
feature of some statistical data, not being useful for users.  

From this perspective and taking into account the great importance of the accounting information concerning the 
deferred taxes in the activity of the economic entity, as not accounting the taxes by the deferred tax method leads to the net 
overcome fluctuation depending on the temporary differences, and this issue leads to a greater difficulty in forecasting bot 
the financial exercise overcome and of the cash flows, we considered as useful to conduct a study aiming the relevance of 
the accounting information on the tax losses in establishing the deferred taxes, acknowledging the value of these taxes 
resulting in the deletion of the tax effects from the accounting records, as a stage in the tax accounting disconnection.   
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1. Introduction          
 

In the current context of the global economy to provide a jointly agreed framework for drawing and presenting the 
financial statements, it is imposed that the economic and financial information to be continuously perfected, namely to be 
constructed such that to meet both the internal management requirements, as well as the external requirements of the 
investors and other partners of the company. [2, 3] 

Although the degree of understanding and the ability of interpreting the accounting information by the users are 
different, the professional accountants may not extend, by the way of presenting the accounting information, imposed by 
the accounting and tax legislation, the degree of knowing the “naïve” users, not having the skill and the experience, 
indispensable for the interpretation, as the current tendencies in terms of using some increasingly complicated business 
practices lead to increasingly complex accounting procedures. [5]   

The reason for which we chose as approaching subject the relevance of the accounting information concerning the 
tax losses in establishing the deferred taxes resulted from the great importance of the accounting information concerning 
the deferred taxes in activity of the economic activity, as not accounting the taxes by the deferred tax method established 
the fluctuation of the net overcome depending on the temporary differences, which leads to a greater difficulty in 
forecasting both the overcome of the financial exercise and the cash flows, and the acknowledgment of the value of these 
taxes leads to the deletion of the tax effects from the accounting records, as a stage in the tax accounting disconnection.  
 
2. International Accounting Standard [IAS] 12 “Corporate tax”, versus the Report on meeting 

the standards and codes [SFAS] 109  
 

As the objective of the financial statements is to provide information about the financial position, the financial 
performance and he treasury flows of a patrimony unit, useful for a large range of users in making economic decisions, a 
special attention shall be paid to the deferred taxes occurred as a result of the tax losses of the entity, since nowadays it is 
not possible any more to correctly judge the performance of an economic entity based on the financial statements if we do 
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not master these elements in detail. The occurrence of these tax losses is generated by high values of the expenses 
deductible from the tax point of view in relation to the imposable revenues.  

In this context, in order to achieve the main objective of the accountancy – the representation as exact as possible 
of the patrimony of an entity, according to the new Conceptual framework of the Council for the International Accounting 
Standards [IASB] – the international IASB bodies and the Council on the Accountancy Standards in USA [FASB], 
developed the IAS 12 accounting references “Corporate tax”, respectively SFAS 109, both having the same major 
objective: the accountancy of the corporate tax.  

If IAS 12 – “Corporate tax” has as objective to present the information related to the corporate tax and the 
prescription of its accounting treatment, [6] the American approach of the deferred corporate tax based on the Statement of 
Financial Accounting Standard No.109 Accounting for Income Taxes, adopted by the US GAAP (Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles in the United States) in 1992. [7]  

Even if at an overview, the provisions of SFAS 109 are mostly similar with those from IAS 12 “Corporate tax” 
concerning the tax losses, meaning that: both standards regulate the corporate tax in terms of its registration in the 
accounting records, both standards use the approach based on temporary differences, both standards oblige the tax payers to 
take into account, in the accounting records, both the current effects, as well as the predictable further ones of the taxes, the 
existence of some differences between the two standards may be noticed. [1] 

Starting from the issues stated above, we consider as opportune and necessary the comparative presentation in 
Table no. 1 of the main differences between IAS 12 “Corporate tax” and SFAS 109, related to issues concerning the 
receivables from the deferred tax.  

 
Table no. 1 Comparative presentation IAS 12 “Corporate tax” vs. SFAS 109  

Criterion of 
comparison 

IAS 12 reviewed (1996) with the subsequent 
amendments – entered into force since 1st 

January 1998 
SFAS 109 – entered into force in 1992 

Recognizing the 
receivables from 
the deferred tax  

- Requires the entities to recognize the receivable from 
the deferred tax for all temporary differences, 
excepting those occurred from different assets, whose 
accounting value is different, upon their initial 
recognition compared to their initial tax base.   

- Requires the entities to recognize the receivable 
from the deferred tax for all temporary differences, 
without any exception.  

Criteria for 
recognizing the 
receivables from 
the deferred tax  

- Requires the recognition of the receivables 
concerning the deferred tax, when it is probable that 
the taxable profits, compared to the receivables from 
the deferred tax which may be used, to be recovered.  
- Tax losses shall be recognized as receivables from 
the deferred tax, only if the entity has enough taxable 
temporary differences, or if there are reasonable 
perspectives that they shall obtain a taxable profit 
enough for covering the losses.    

- Requires the full recognition of receivables and the 
subsequent adjustment, with a deduction of a value 
which is improbable to be achieved.  
- The further overcomes to be obtained and other 
available situations shall be considered when 
estimating the evaluation of the receivables 
concerning the deferred tax. They are based on a 
series of calculations and estimations of the further 
taxable revenues.  
- There are no other additional rules required for the 
presentations of information in such situations.     

Recovering the net 
loss from 
exploitation  

- Tax losses are recovered from the amounts related to 
the taxable profits of the further financial exercises  

- Tax losses are recovered, as appropriate, from the 
profits related to the last 3 fiscal years, previous to 
the current year or from those related to the next 15 
years.    

Quantifying the 
assets concerning 
the deferred tax 

- It allows taking into account the “almost established” 
regulations.   

- It allows to take into account the regulations for the 
next period.  

Updating the 
deferred tax 
(receivable or 
debt) 

- It is forbidden.  
- Updates shall be made which shall lead to the 
elimination of the temporary differences in the 
situations imposing this approach.  

Clarifying the 
balance of the 
deferred tax 

- It requires the entities which make the distinction 
between current and long term to not clarify the 
deferred tax (receivable or debt) as current receivable / 
debt. 

- The entities classify the balance related to the 
deferred tax (receivable or debt) into two categories: 
current and outside the current financial exercise.  

 In many situations, these differences between IAS 12 “Corporate tax” and SFAS 109 cause discussions on the 
IAS 12 “Corporate tax” alignment to SFAS 109 and not vice versa.  
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3. The occurrence and evolution of the deferred taxes as a result of establishing the tax losses  
 

An objective within the analysis on the relevance of the accounting information concerning the tax losses in 
establishing the deferred taxes consisted of studying the possibility of accounting the deferred taxes as a result of the 
existence of these tax losses, and by means of a practical example we shall highlight the occurrence and the evolution of the 
deferred, as a result of the existence of these fiscal losses.  

In this context, we shall briefly analyze the ratio accountancy – fiscality by the prism of the deferred taxes 
generated by the existence of the fiscal losses as, by recording these tax losses, such deferred taxes may occur, situation 
which determine deductible temporary differences, which, in their turn, generate receivables concerning the deferred tax, 
and the recovery of these tax losses from the taxable profits of the entities; the following cases may be met: [4] 

• That of the national legislations allowing the entities to deduce these tax losses from the amounts related to the 
taxable revenues of the further financial exercises (also for Romania concerning the treatment of tax losses); [8]  
• That of the jurisdictions allowing the entities to deduce theses tax losses from the amounts related to the already 
paid tax. This is the case of the entities from the United States of America which are allowed to recover the 
amount representing the tax loss from those profits related to the last 3 financial years, previous to the current 
year. However, if the tax loss could not be recovered from according to this method, it is allowed to deduce it from 
the profits recorded during the last 15 years. However, an entity may choose to recover that tax loss only from the 
amount related to the taxable profit of the 15 next years.  
For achieving the proposed objective, we shall further present a possible solution concerning the accountancy of 

the deferred taxes resulted from the existence of these fiscal losses.  
Example: A SIMA company has at the end of the current financial year (N) a tax loss whose value is of 2.000.000 

lei. According to the Romanian jurisdiction, the company has the possibility of recovering it from the taxable profit it shall 
obtain during the next 7 years. However, the SIMA company estimates, at the same time, that at the end of the N financial 
exercise it shall obtain a taxable profit for the next 7 years of only 1.600.000 lei. Moreover, at the end of the N+ 1 financial 
exercise, the company obtained a taxable profit whose value is of 400.000 lei and, it also estimates a value for the next 6 
years of 1.400.000 lei. At the end of the N+2 financial year, the company shall obtain a taxable profit whose value if of 
800.000 lei and at the same time it is estimated that during the next years, there shall not be a taxable profit, but a tax loss, 
and this forecast shall come true.  

 For the N financial exercise:  
For achieving the proposed objective, firstly we shall proceed to establish the receivable concerning the deferred 

tax related to the N financial exercise. Consequently, following the estimations made by the company on obtaining the 
taxable profit during the next 7 years, only in the amount of 1.600.000 lei, in the balance sheet related to the N year they 
shall recognize receivables concerning the deferred corporate tax in the amount of 256.000 lei (1.600.000 lei x 16%) which 
shall affect the account of profit and loss, recording the following situation:  

4412 “Deferred corporate tax”	   =	   792 “Revenues from the 
         deferred corporate tax” 
           

256.000,00 

 For the N+1 financial exercise:  
As at the end of the N+1 financial exercise the company still has to recover from the tax loss an amount of 

1.600.000 lei (2.000.000 lei total loss – 400.000 lei, loss recovered from the N+1 financial exercise) and taking into account 
that they estimate to obtain a taxable profit in the amount of only 1.400.000 lei, the balance sheet related to the N+1 
financial year  shall recognize receivables concerning the deferred corporate tax in the amount of only 224.000 lei 
(1.400.000 lei x 16%).  

In this situation, the company shall retake the receivable related to the deferred tax in the amount of 32.000 lei 
(256.000 lei – 224.000 lei), which shall affect the account of profit and loss, situation generating the following record:  

692 “Expenses with the deferred 
         corporate tax” 

= 4412 “Deferred corporate tax”         
  

32.000,00 

 For the N+2 financial exercise:  
Taking into account that at the end of the N+2 financial exercise the company still has to recover from the tax loss 

an amount of 800.000 lei (2.000.000 lei total loss – 400.000 lei, loss recovered from the N+1 financial exercise – 800.000 
lei, loss recovered during the N+2 financial exercise) and due to the fact that they do not estimate to obtain a taxable profit 
during the remained period concerning the 5 years following the N+2 year, the balance sheet related to the N+2 financial 
year shall not recognize any more receivables concerning the deferred corporate tax.  

In this situation, the entity shall retake the receivable concerning the deferred tax in the amount of 224.000 lei 
(256.000 lei – 32.000 lei), which shall affect the account of profit and loss, recording the following situation:  
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692 “Expenses with the deferred 
         corporate tax” 

= 4412 “Deferred corporate tax”         
  

224.000,00 

Taking into account the information analyzed above, it results that the recognition of these receivables related to 
the deferred corporate tax generated by the tax loss, is possible only to the extent that the entity has the possibility of 
achieving an enough further taxable profit, of which the company to recover that tax loss. In this context, it shall present the 
value of the receivable of the receivable concerning the deferred tax, as well as the proof of supporting this issue. [6]  

 
4. Conclusions  
 

If we take into account that the interests of the shareholders versus state are diametrically opposed, then the 
overcomes of the two parties shall be different (accounting overcome versus tax overcome). Thus, our opinion is that the 
accounting information recoded in the financial statements having as purpose to make some decisions, both managerial 
decisions as well as investments decisions by the current and potential investors shall allow identifying, measuring, 
clarifying and evaluating all the operations and activities related to a company.  

Even the non-quoted entities passed to a voluntary reporting (from that passive tendency, sometime even reticent) 
for achieving the capitals, as they understood the advantage of the optimal economic and financial communication of an 
economic and financial information to meet the neutrality requirement as it is designed to a complex of users, which, for 
assuming the economic decisions, consider the accounting information as essential.  

From this point of view, the motivation of reflecting in the balance sheet the debts and/or the deferred receivables, 
in the relation of the entity with the state budget consists of obtaining a neutral information.  

Consequently, in the meaning of the above, we may state that the deferred taxes, occurred as a result of the 
existence of tax losses, an important stage for eliminating the influence of fiscality on the accounting and the correct 
information of the accounting information recipients.  
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